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Filipa Ribeiro da Silva 

Transferring European Fiscal System Overseas:  
A Comparison between the Portuguese Home and Colonial Fiscal Systems 
 
 
 
 
 
Introduction1 

Indirect taxation was the main source of fiscal income of the Portuguese Crown. Taxes 
over the internal and external circulation of people and products amounted to seventy 
percent of the Kingdom’s annual revenue in the last quarter of the 16th century, excluding 
the profits gathered on the overseas territories.2 The efficiency of this system and its high 
profits led the Portuguese Crown to implant a similar fiscal structure all over its overseas 
Empire. Such feature is not unique to the Portuguese Empire. In fact, the Spanish Crown 
also transferred the fiscal system developed in the home country to its overseas colonies.  

The study of the transfer of the fiscal system of the Iberian Kingdoms to their overseas 
Empires is of especial interest because it occurred in a very early stage of occupation of the 
overseas areas, from the 15th and 16th centuries onwards. Moreover, these transfers 
contrasted drastically with the establishment of the fiscal systems in the settlements and 
colonies of the Northern European sea powers, namely, England/Britain and the Dutch 
Republic, which occurred much later, from the mid-17th century onwards, and in a complete 
different model. In their case, since the occupation of the territories was neither a priority 
nor led by the State but by commercial joint-stock companies, therefore only the basic 
administrative and judicial structures were established to serve the commercial purposes of 
the companies. Besides, since taxation was a privilege of the State, only gradually the 
companies were granted permission to collect taxes over trade, real estate and poll-taxes in 
the colonial areas under their jurisdiction. A comparative analysis of the transferring of the 
fiscal system to the colonial areas by the Iberian and the Northern European sea powers is a 
fascinating issue, but considering the lack of detailed secondary literature on the topic at the 
present moment it is almost impossible to undertake such a task. It would also overlap the 
scope of this paper.3  

Since the Portuguese Kingdom was the first Early Modern State to promote the 
transfer of its home fiscal system to the overseas colonies and such practise was followed by 
other European sea powers, in this paper one will look in detail at such process taking place 

                                                           
1 I would like to acknowledge the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT) for sponsoring 

the research on the basis of which the present article was made possible.  
2 A.M. HESPANHA, As vésperas do Leviathan: Instituições e poder político em Portugal: Século XVII, I, Rio de Mouro 

1986, pp. 179-185. 
3 M.D. BORDO, A. REDISH, The Legacy of French and English Fiscal and Monetary Institutions for Canada, in 

Transferring Wealth and Power from the Old to the New World: Monetary and Fiscal Institutions in the 17th through the 19th 
Centuries, M.D. BORDO, R. CORTÉS-CONDE eds., London 2001, pp. 259-283; R. SYLLA, The United States: Financial 
Innovation and Adaptation, in Transferring Wealth and Power, cit., pp. 231-258; J. DE VRIES, The Netherlands in the New 
World: The Legacy of European Fiscal, Monetary and Trading Institutions for New World Development from the Seventeenth to the 
Nineteenth Centuries, in Transferring Wealth and Power, cit., pp. 100-139; T.C. BARROW, Trade and Empire: The British 
Customs services in Colonial America: 1660-1775, Cambridge/Massachusetts 1967. 
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from the 15th century onwards. This goal will be achieved by comparing the Portuguese 
home fiscal system to the fiscal structure created by the Crown in its settlements and 
colonies in the West African Coast.  

One will be looking at the transferring of institutions, staff, functions and jurisdictions. 
The analysis will also focus on the supervising role of the central fiscal and financial 
institutions, located in Lisbon, over Kingdom and Empire. Type of taxes and the tax 
collection processes will also be examined. Finally, we will compare wages paid to the fiscal 
agents of the Portuguese Crown in the Kingdom and the overseas areas in order to examine 
the potential link between officers’ payments and the economic role, political status and 
social prestige of each colony in the Portuguese Empire. 

On the other hand, tax revenue was not the only reason for the transfer of a fiscal 
system from the Kingdom/country to the overseas settlements. By transferring a fiscal 
system the State was also expanding its power over the new territories, be it first an indirect 
expansion, by granting their fiscal authority to private landlords who had to promote 
settlement and colonization, or be it later a direct extension of the royal fiscal system 
through the presence of fiscal officers and tax agents nominated by the Crown. Such 
argument becomes even stronger if one considers that all administrative and judicial 
structures, as well as the military organization developed in the countries/kingdoms were 
also transferred to the overseas areas.4 In the Northern European States, the transfer of the 
State’s models to the colonial areas, be it fiscal, administrative, judicial or military, started 
almost two centuries later and such transfer took place through the abovementioned joint-
stock companies.5 

To end this introductory section, it should be emphasized that together with the 
Portuguese Crown there were other entities with power to collect taxes in the overseas 
settlements and colonies, i.e., the Catholic Church6 and the municipal councils of the 
colonial cities7. 

                                                           
4 Concerning the transfer of the Early Modern European State models by the Iberian Kingdoms see: J.B. DE 

MACEDO, Portuguese Model of State Exportation, in The Heritage of the Pre-Industrial European State: The Origins of the 
Modern State in Europe: 13th to 18th Century: Second Plenary Conference: Lisbon, Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo, 8-11 
April 1992, W. BLOCKMANS, J.B. DE MACEDO, J.P. GENET eds., Lisbon 1996, pp. 25-39; J.M.P.-P. MUNÕZ-
ARRACO, El modelo político Español en America, in The Heritage of the Pre-Industrial European State, cit., pp. 41-66. 

5 Regarding the transfer of State models by the Northern European States see: J.A. SCHILTKAMP, Legislation, 
Government, Jurisprudence and Law in the Dutch West Indian Colonies: The Order of Government of 1629, in “Pro Memorie: 
Bijdragen tot de rechtsgeschiedenis der Nederlanden”, 5, 2003, 2, pp. 320-334; D.K. FIELDHOUSE, The British Model 
of State Exportation, in The Heritage of the Pre-Industrial European State, cit., pp. 65-88.  

6 All matters concerning the Catholic Church and the several religious missions sent to all the Portuguese 
overseas territories were under the spiritual administration of the religious and military Order of Christ; while the 
Portuguese Crown was responsible for the material administration, be it the payment of the salaries to the clergy or 
the building and maintenance of the religious infra-structures. The financial support of the Church was also 
sponsored by the donation of the revenue of some taxes to the Order of Christ, like for instance the vintena, a tax 
imposed over all merchandises imported from the Coast of Guinea to the Archipelago of Cape Verde.  But, the 
Order of Christ had also permission to collect the dízimo (a tax of 10% over the production of land) in all the 
colonial territories. The collection of this tax could be done by the Catholic Church, but it was in many cases done 
by the royal officers and the tax farmers of the Crown, who had, therefore, the duty to pay the wages to the clergy. 
This practice does not seem to change over time, since the Catholic Church in the overseas areas, especially in the 
poorest dioceses kept having financial problems. For more information on the topic especially on the settlements 
and colonies of the West Coast of Africa see: C.M.S. SERAFIM, As Ilhas de São Tomé no século XVII, Lisbon 2000, pp. 
169-184; M.E.P.C.G. SOUSA, Igreja e sociedade em São Tomé entre os séculos XV e XVIII, Coimbra 2001, MA thesis; 
E.R.J.P.L.J. DA SILVA, A administração de Angola: século XVII, II, Lisbon 1996, MA thesis, pp. 321-374; M.E.M. 
SANTOS, M.J. SOARES, Igreja, missionação e sociedade, in M.E.M. SANTOS (coord.), História Geral de Cabo Verde, II, 
Lisbon/Praia 1995, pp. 359-508; A.L.A. FERRONHA, Angola: 10 anos de História (1666-1676), I, Lisbon 1988, MA 
thesis, pp. 98-110. 

7 The towns established in the Portuguese overseas areas from the 15th century onwards had powers similar 
to the ones in the Kingdom. These towns were established by the King or by the landlords of the colonial areas 
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The Portuguese Early Modern Fiscal System 

The roots of the Portuguese Early Modern fiscal system can be found in the late 14th 
century. According to historians of Medieval Portuguese History, the imposition of the first 
general tax – the sisas –8 by King Fernando I (1367-1383) on a temporary and extraordinary 
basis to sponsor his military campaigns against Castile gave incentive to the establishment 
of an organized fiscal structure in the Kingdom. The sisas became permanent during the 
reign of João I (1385-1433) and, consequently, the fiscal organization became more stable. 
Specific institutions and officers were appointed to collect and control the royal fiscal 
revenues. This fiscal structure was the basis on which the Portuguese Early Modern fiscal 
system functioned until the late 18th century, both in the Kingdom and the Overseas 
Empire.9  

In the following sections of this paper we will be looking at the peripheral, semi-
peripheral and central fiscal institutions of the Portuguese fiscal system. Such division or 
classification is inspired by the theoretical framework of the world-systems developed by 
Immanuel Wallerstein.10 The division between periphery, semi-periphery and centre will be 
used in a geographical perspective. The centre was the place were the core institutions of 
the fiscal system were located. The semi-peripheries were the fiscal districts, and finally the 
peripheries were the local fiscal divisions. In this perspective, the peripheral institutions 
were the ones situated in the peripheries of the Kingdom and the Empire and responsible 
for establishing a link between these local fiscal divisions, the fiscal districts and, finally the 
centre; the semi-peripheral institutions were to be found in the fiscal districts of the 
Kingdom and the Empire and were in charge of making the connection between the 
peripheral and central institutions of both the Kingdom and the Empire; and, finally the 
central institutions were placed in the capital of the Kingdom, Lisbon, which was the centre 
of the Portuguese fiscal system. Such central institutions were supposed to control directly 
the semi-peripheral fiscal districts and indirectly the peripheral fiscal institutions. 

                                                           
(whenever the King had granted them such power) and confirmed by a royal diploma named carta de foral. By such 
documents the local public law, taxes, fees, military duties, tolls, privileges, liberties and guaranties of the people 
were regulated. Therefore, each municipality had power to impose and collect different taxes used for different 
purposes such as: building and repairing municipal buildings and other infra-structures of public use like bridges 
and roads, as well as for keeping the streets clean. They also had permission to tax the entrance of people and 
goods inside the city-walls. Unfortunately, there are not many detailed studies on Portuguese colonial cities in the 
Early Modern Period. For more information on the topic see: C.R. BOXER, Portuguese Society in the Tropics: The 
Municipal Councils: Goa, Macau, Bahia and Luanda: 1510-1800, Madigon USA 1965; and for specific information on 
Portuguese municipalities in the West African Coast see: C.M.S. SERAFIM, As Ilhas de São Tomé, cit., pp. 103-108; 
E.R.J.P.L.J. DA SILVA, A administração de Angola, cit., pp. 300-314; A. DOMINGUES, Administração e institutições: 
transplante, adaptação, funcionamento, in L. DE ALBUQUERQUE, M.E.M. SANTOS (coord.), História Geral de Cabo Verde, I, 
Lisbon/Praia 1991, pp. 62-68; F.C. BRANCO, Actas da Câmara de Santo António da Ilha do Príncipe, Lisbon 1970. 

8 Originally, the sisa was a municipal tax imposed upon the purchase, sale and exchange of certain goods. It 
was collected on an irregular basis to support extraordinary expenses of the municipality. This tax was gathered on 
the behalf of the King for the first time in the early 14th century, also on a temporary and extraordinary basis. Sisas, 
in Dicionário de História de Portugal (henceforth quoted as DHP), VI, Porto 1992, pp. 1-2. 

9 Before the 14th century several taxes, tolls and duties were already paid not only to the King, but also to 
noble and ecclesiastic landlords, as well as to the municipalities throughout the Kingdom. However, those were 
mainly siegniorial rights imposed on ploughing and fishing, use of infrastructures like water- and windmills, ovens, 
as well as on the transit of goods and people. But, those tolls were established on a local basis and never stimulated 
the development of fiscal administrative structure all over the Kingdom. 

10 I. WALLERSTEIN, The Modern World-system, I-III, New York/London etc. 1974. 
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The Peripheral Fiscal Institutions 

The Portuguese fiscal system was based on two peripheral institutions: the almoxarifados 
and the alfândegas. Both of them had a steady structure and staff and collected specific taxes 
over the internal and the external trade, respectively.  

Since the 15th century, the Portuguese Kingdom was divided in small fiscal and financial 
districts named almoxarifados.11 These units had their headquarters in a city or in an 
important town. At the head of the almoxarifado was the almoxarife12, a royal agent 
empowered to supervise the gathering of the royal taxes and duties as well as renting their 
collection13. This fiscal officer also had authority to rent royal properties in the district 
under his administration and the duty to pay all royal expenses, accounts and grants given to 
privileged subjects living in the district. The almoxarife’s accounting activities were registered 
in two books: a book of amounts received and a book of expenses. In order to perform his 
tasks, the almoxarife was helped by several royal officers such as clerks, accountants, 
collectors, paymasters, guards, door-keepers, etc. Since many of the taxes collected were 
imposed upon the internal trade and transit of goods and people, the number of officers 
depended on the area and the volume of the economic activities in the district. The 
jurisdiction of each almoxarifado was not standard, allowing for huge differences on the 
territorial size of the district and on the volume of taxes collected. This peripheral fiscal and 
financial institution was still the basis of the Portuguese internal fiscal system in the 19th 
century.14 This continuity in the institutional framework was also a characteristic of the 
overseas institutions. (See Diagram 1) 

The transferring of local fiscal agencies to the Portuguese Empire started in the early 
15th century together with the establishment of the initial settlers in the first “occupation 
colonies”: the Madeira and Azores Islands. From there the almoxarifados were transferred to 
other overseas areas such as the Cape Verde and São Tomé Archipelagos. The Almoxarifados 
were the first fiscal institutions established by the Portuguese Crown on the overseas 
territories of Cape Verde and São Tomé, in 1471 and 1486, respectively. In the beginning of 
the 16th century, there were two almoxarifados in the Santiago Island: one in Ribeira Grande, 
and a second one in Alcatrazes, later transfer to Praia (1517); and just one in the Fogo 
Island (1507). In São Tomé Archipelago were also created two almoxarifados: one in São 
Tomé and another in the Príncipe Island.15  

                                                           
11 Almoxarifado, in DHP, I, Porto 1981, pp. 121-122. Initially, there were twenty-five almoxarifados, however, 

their number increased over time and in 1599 one could already count twenty-seven. J. SERRÃO, A.H. DE O. 
MARQUES (dir.), Nova História de Portugal, Lisboa 1990, I-XII, IV, A.H. DE OLIVERIA MARQUES, Portugal na Crise dos 
século XIV e XV, Lisbon 1987, p. 300; J. MATTOSO (dir.), História de Portugal, IV No alvorecer da Modernidade, Lisbon 
1993-94, pp. 36-37. 

12 Almoxarife, in DHP, I, p. 122. The word almoxarife has an Arabic origin – almushrif – the name given to tax 
collectors in the Muslim Kingdoms established in the South of the Iberian Peninsula since the 8th century. 
Portuguese medieval sources from the late 12th century already mentioned these officers. In fact, during the Middle 
Ages not only the King, but also other noble and ecclesiastic landlords had their own almoxarifes to collect their 
siegniorial rights. But, unfortunately one cannot find on the Portuguese historiography many studies on the private 
landlords’ finances. 

13 Later in this paper one will explain the several processes of tax collection in use in the Portuguese 
Kingdom and the Overseas Empire. 

14 In fact, the almoxarifados were only extinguished in the 1830s. 
15 For further information on the almoxarifados of Cape Verde and São Tomé see: A. DOMINGUES, 

Administração e instituições, cit., pp. 68-72, 101-104; M.M. TORRÃO, Colonização de Cabo Verde: meios e objectivos, in 
Portugal no Mundo, II, ed. L. DE ALBUQUERQUE, Lisbon 1989, p. 154; C.M.S. SERAFIM, As Ilhas de São Tomé, cit., pp. 
82-84; L. DE ALBQUERQUE, A colonização de São Tomé and Príncipe: os capitães do século XV, in Portugal no Mundo, cit., 
pp. 179, 190; I. B. DE SÁ-NOGUEIRA, B. DE SÁ-NOGUEIRA, A ilha do Príncipe no primeiro quartel do século XVI: 
administração e comércio, in Congresso Internacional Bartolomeu Dias e a sua época, III, Economia e comércio marítimo, Porto 
1989, pp. 83, 89-91. 
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A comparison between the structure of these fiscal agencies in both the Kingdom and 
these islands shows clear similarities on its structure and the functions of the civil servants. 
Although, one should emphasize that, in general, the staff of the almoxarifados in the islands 
of Cape Verde and São Tomé was smaller than in a standard almoxarifado of the Kingdom. 
This seems to be a consequence of the volume of the taxable economic activities and the 
reduced number of inhabitants. (See Diagram 1) 

In this early stage of the fiscal organization overseas, the almoxarifados, due to their 
location in port-cities accumulated the jurisdiction of a maritime customs-house.16 The 
Cape Verde and the São Tomé Archipelagos are two good examples of such accumulation 
of functions and jurisdictions.  

In fact, since the Middle Ages, several customs-houses named alfândegas were located on 
the shoreline of the Portuguese Kingdom.17 Customs-agencies were also established at the 
border with the Spanish Kingdoms of Galicia, Lion and Castile – known as portos secos.18 On 
the coastline, the customs-houses were usually located on the biggest ports and mouth of 
the most important rivers, while in the inland they were situated at the main roads 
connecting Portugal to the other Kingdoms in Iberia. Both, coastal and interior customs 
were established next to or in a fortress. The main function of these custom-houses was the 
collection of taxes on the external trade (imports and exports).19 At the head of the alfândega 
was a judge, followed by a fiscal agent – almoxarife -, clerks, measurers, seal holders, 
attorneys, guards and door-keepers. As happened with the almoxarifados, the number of staff 
members depended on the volume of foreign trade. For instance, the custom-houses of 
Lisbon, Setúbal and Oporto had a more complex structure and a higher number of officers 
due to the huge volume of business done at these ports.20 (See Diagram 2) 

In the overseas areas, due to the growing volume of trade, the Portuguese Crown 
needed to intensify the control over all economic activities. To accomplish such aim the 
King promoted the establishment of other institutions specialized on the organization, 
control and taxation of international trade: the maritime tax agencies – alfândegas – and the 
factories – feitorias. In general, the establishment of the factories preceded the creation of the 
custom-house, therefore, in the places where there was no alfândega the feitoria received its 
jurisdiction. 

In the West Coast of Africa, for instance, the Portuguese Crown established several 
factories in the Cape Verde Islands of Santiago (1520) and Fogo (1535) as well as São Tomé 
(1509) and in Angola (1583).21 The leadership of these institutions was given to a factor – 

                                                           
16 In the 15th and early 16th centuries, the almoxarifados were also commercial agencies of the King, at least 

until the establishment of the factories. They worked as stock houses of European products to be exchanged on 
the coastal trade as well as redistributive centers of African merchandises for international and local consumption 
markets. These fiscal institutions also had a logistic function. Since the almoxarifados were placed in the most 
important ports of the Islands, they also had to give support to all royal fleets traveling in the Atlantic. So, they also 
were store houses of foodstuff and equipage materials sent from Lisbon to reload and repair royal vessels. A 
similar process seems to have taken place in the São Tomé Island. 

17 Alfândega, in DHP, I, pp. 95-96. 
18 The expression portos secos means literally “dry ports”. For further information on role of the portos secos in 

the trade with the Spanish Kingdoms see: A.M.P. FERREIRA, A importação e o comércio têxtil em Portugal no século XV 
(1385 a 1481), Lisbon 1983. 

19 Their number change over time. In the 15th century there were around twenty-two agencies on the coast 
and at least ten on the inland border line. 

20 J.C. PEREIRA, Para a história das alfândegas em Portugal no ínicio do século XVI: Vila do Conde – Organização e 
movimento, Lisbon 1983, pp. 51-66.  

21 For further information on the feitorias and alfândegas in the Cape Verde, Guinea, Elmina, São Tomé, and 
Angola see: L. DA C. PINHEIRO, O foral da alfândega da ilha de Santiago de Cabo Verde de 1696, in “Anais de História de 
Além-Mar”, 2001, 2, pp. 347-355; A. DOMINGUES, Administração e instituições, cit., pp. 83-98, 104-105; M. CABRAL, 
M.M.F. TORRÃO, Ensaios de uma feitoria régia no espaço económico e social da ilha de Santiago (1520-1550), in “Stvdia”, 
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feitor22 –, appointed by the King and supported by a staff of one or more clerks – escrivães da 
feitoria. These factories accumulated some power to control and tax local and international 
trade.  

However, having factories working simultaneously as commercial and taxation agencies 
in the Archipelagos of Cape Verde and São Tomé was not a successful experience. In those 
colonies, still during the 16th century, the Crown was forced to establish maritime taxing 
agencies – alfândegas. They were placed on important Atlantic ports of call such as the port 
of Ribeira Grande, in the Santiago Island as well as in the São Tomé Island. The main 
function of the alfândegas was to collect taxes on trade, especially local and international 
maritime commerce. Once again, the fiscal institution transferred to the overseas colonies 
followed the model developed in the Kingdom. In fact, the similarities between an alfândega 
in the Kingdom and the custom-house of the Santiago Island in the Cape Verde 
Archipelago are quite impressive. A similar organization was followed by the alfândega at São 
Tomé. (See Diagram 2) 

The Semi-peripheral and Central Fiscal Institutions 

As stated, the local structure of the Portuguese Early Modern fiscal system was linked 
to the central royal administration since the 14th century. The almoxarifes and the juiz/feitor 
serving at the head of the almoxarifados and alfândegas had to show up with all their 
accounting books at the Court in Lisbon to be checked first by the Lisbon’s Accounting 
House and finally by the inspectors of the King’s Treasury – vedores da fazenda d’el-Rei.23. (See 
Diagram 2) 

During the 15th century, the supervising structure of the fiscal system was reformed. 
Each administrative province of the Kingdom – comarca – got a contadoria de comarca – which 
checked the accounting system of the almoxarifados locally. At the head of each contadoria was 
a contador with jurisdiction to examine annually the accounting books of the almoxarifados and 
the alfândegas. Every two years the contador had to bring copies of all the accounting books 
from the fiscal agencies and the custom-houses under his jurisdiction to the Court to be 
examine by the Inspectors of the King’s Treasury. (See Diagram 2) 

After the administrative reforms of the 16th century, the Provedoria da Fazenda Real 
replaced the contadoria on the leadership of the royal fiscal and financial administration of 
each comarca. These institutions were led by a provedor with jurisdiction to control all the 
activities of the royal officers dealing with fiscal and economic issues and to check the 

                                                           
54/55, 1996, pp. 33-49; M.M. TORRÃO, Colonização de Cabo Verde, cit., p. 159; M.M.F. TORRÃO, Rotas comerciais, 
agentes económicos, meios de pagamento, in M.E.M. SANTOS (coord.), História Geral de Cabo Verde, II, Lisbon-Praia 1995, 
pp. 60-76; M.L. ESTEVES, O Cacheu em meados do séc. XIX, in “Oceanos”, 1990, 3, p. 112; J. FARO, A organização 
administrativa da Guiné de 1615 a 1676, in “Boletim Cultural da Guiné Portuguesa”, XIV, 53, 1959, pp. 105-109; M.T. 
DA S. D. DE SEABRA, Análise Organizacional de S. Jorge da Mina: Perspectivas da Colonização Portuguesa na Costa Ocidental 
Africana, Lisbon 2000, pp. 87-91; J.B. BALLONG-WEN-MEWUDA, São Jorge da Mina: 1582-1637, I, Lisbon-Paris 
1993, pp. 227-233; C.M.S. SERAFIM, A estrutura administrativa, in As Ilhas de São Tomé, cit., pp. 84-89; I.B. DE SÁ-
NOGUEIRA, B. DE SÁ-NOGUEIRA, A ilha do Príncipe no primeiro quartel do século XVI, cit., pp. 85-86; E.R.J.P.L.J. DA 

SILVA, A administração de Angola, cit., pp. 205, 218. 
22 In general, this officer had jurisdiction to trade on the behalf of the Crown, to control other merchants 

dealing on the area under his authority, as well as to check all arrivals and departures of ships and their cargos. In 
order to organize the royal trade, the factors had commercial agents trading on the coast, while they were 
responsible for the connection betweent the European commercial circuits and the African trade routes. The 
factory was mainly a store house of European merchandises to be exchanged in the African coastal markets and a 
stock house of African products to be exported to the international consumption markets. The factor also had 
permission to coordinate all economic, financial and administrative activities, which also included maintenance and 
repairs of royal fleets traveling on Atlantic waters. 

23 Vedores da Fazenda, in DHP, VI, pp. 261-262. 
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municipal finances. Simultaneously, the provedor held power to appoint new officers to fill 
vacancies in the fiscal and economic institutions and judicial authority to inquire and judge 
all fiscal and financial matters linked with local royal income. To exercise his activities, the 
provedor da fazenda was supported by a clerk, – escrivão dos contos, whose function was to 
register all royal finances.24  

In order to make the fiscal system more efficient, king Manuel I (1495-1521) reformed 
the supervising procedure once again in the early 16th century, establishing the Casa dos 
Contos, renamed Casa dos Contos do Reino e Casa in 1560. This Casa was a central institution 
with jurisdiction to check the accounting books of all contadorias/provedorias, almoxarifados and 
alfândegas of the Kingdom and the overseas colonies and give a confirmation clearance – 
carta de quitação – to each royal fiscal and financial officer inspected. 25 (See Diagram 3) 

The supervision by the Casa was done in the presence of one inspector of the King’s 
Treasury. After 1506, the King’s Treasury was organized in three departments named 
vedorias: the vedoria do Reino, the vedoria da Índia and the vedoria da África e Contos. When 
checking the accounting of the Kingdom the presence of the vedor do Reino (the inspector of 
the Kingdom) was mandatory. 

In 1591, the Vedores da Fazenda d’el-Rei were incorporated in a new and more powerful 
central institution with supervising jurisdiction over the Portuguese royal Treasury. The 
Conselho da Fazenda, established by Philip I of Portugal (1581-1598) – Philip II of Spain 
(1586-1598), had control over the fiscal and accounting systems of the Kingdom and the 
overseas Empire.26 

The model of inspection of the local fiscal agencies and custom-houses by the semi-
peripheral and central royal institutions was also imposed on the overseas areas. Since the 
late 15th century each Atlantic colony had an accounting house – contadoria – with 
supervising power over the almoxarifados and alfândegas under its jurisdiction. The contadoria 
was controlled by the inspectors of the King’s Treasury in Lisbon. In the 16th century, as 
the overseas Empire expanded and more distant places became part of it, the general 
organization became more complex. In the Atlantic, the Archipelagos of Madeira, Azores, 
Cape Verde and São Tomé remained with the same inspecting model mentioned, although 
early the contadorias saw their name changing into provedorias.27 So, according to the 
administrative division in each colony there was a local supervising institution 
contadoria/provedoria, as happened with the comarcas of the Kingdom.28 However, in these 

                                                           
24 For further information on the contadorias/provedorias of Cape Verde, São Tomé and Angola see: A. 

DOMINGUES, Administração e instituições, cit., pp. 75-83; M.M. TORRÃO, Colonização de Cabo Verde, cit., p. 154; C.M.S. 
SERAFIM, As Ilhas do Golfo da Guiné, cit., pp. 79-84, 113-115; E.R.J.P.L.J. DA SILVA, A administração de Angola, cit., 
pp. 205-220. 

25 Contos, Casa dos, in DHP, II (Porto, 1981), pp. 174-175; V. RAU, A Casa dos Contos, Coimbra 1951; Os três 
mais antigos regimentos dos contos, ed. V. RAU, Lisbon 1959. The Casa dos Contos was extinguished in 1761. A new 
central institution – the General Treasury or Erário Régio was established in its place. For detailed information see: 
Erário régio, in DHP, II, pp. 411-412. 

26 At the head of this institution was a vedor da fazenda. The new organism was subdivided in four bureaus: the 
Repartição do Reino e do Assentamento, the Repartição da Índia, Mina, Guiné, Brasil, Ilhas de São Tomé e Cabo Verde; the 
Repartição de África, Contos e Terças; and the Repartição das Ilhas e Mestrados das Ordens. For further information see: 
ARQUIVO NACIONAL/TORRE DO TOMBO (AN/TT), O Conselho da Fazenda: Inventário e estudo institucional, Lisbon 
1995; Fazenda, Conselho da, in DHP, II, pp. 407-408. 

27 In the colony of Angola, which has came under royal jurisdiction only in the 1590s, was established a 
provedoria and a factory with multiple fiscal and financial functions. The institution was, at the same time, factory, 
fiscal and financial agency and custom-house – a wide jurisdiction kept until the mid-18th century, when finally, the 
King established, officially the alfândega of Luanda. 

28 In the larger colonies like Brazil and India the inspecting system was more complex. Since in both cases 
there was a general-government: in the case of Brazil there was a provedoria-mor and the territory of the colony was 
then sub-divided in several provedorias/contadorias; while in the Estado da Índia there was even a Casa dos Contos – the 
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islands the contador had special jurisdiction over the trade between the Islands and the West 
Coast of Africa. In fact, he had permission to check the cargos of the ships as well as to 
verify merchants’ trading licences. He even had the authority to inquire about the dealers 
established on the West Coast of Africa working as middlemen between African and 
Portuguese traders, usually know as lançados.  

Thus, one may argue that the inspection of the fiscal and financial royal agencies and 
custom-houses overseas followed a similar model already experimented upon in the 
Kingdom since the late 14th century, and remained linked to the same central institutions 
until the mid-17th century. Only after 1643, a new central institution was established by 
King João IV (1640-1656) to control all matters related with the overseas colonies – the 
Conselho Ultramarino. Since then, the overseas fiscal institutions started to be inspected by the 
Overseas Council and all fiscal issues were to be reported to this institution.29  

Institutions and staff were not the single elements from the Portuguese fiscal system 
transferred to the Empire. The taxation system imposed and the process of tax collection 
were also similar as we will see in the next section. 

Taxes Collected 

Since the 15th century, one of the Portuguese Crown’s high sources of income was the 
revenues from the tax collections, especially from a tax imposed over all goods exchanged, 
bought and/or sold in the Kingdom – the sisa(s) – 10% of the value of the merchandises.30 
Another important toll was the dízima – a fee imposed upon all products imported to the 
Kingdom – also 10% of the value.31 Initially, the exported goods were excluded of dízima 
whenever their value was equivalent to the goods imported – a practised named lealdamento 
or alealdamento. Besides, the merchandises imported did not pay sisa at their entrance into the 
Kingdom. However, this practice changed, especially on the largest ports. In Lisbon, 
Setúbal and Oporto the imported goods had to pay both dízima and sisa. In addition, king 
Philip II imposed another tax of 3% – named the consulado – on all goods imported. Sugar, 
for instance, was registered at the alfândegas of the Kingdom and was taxed with standard 
fees imposed upon imported goods: the dizíma, the sisa and the consulado. The import of basic 
foodstuffs to fead the population, like grains, as well as the import of military materials to 
defend the Kingdom, such as weapons, were, of course, exempted from these tolls. 

                                                           
Casa dos Contos de Goa – which has operated between 1530 and 1627, with jurisdiction over all the alfândegas and 
feitorias in Asia. The main difference between the former and the latter colonies was jurisdiction. In fact, though the 
provedorias/contadorias of Madeira, Azores, Cape Verde, São Tomé and Angola had power to supervise all fiscal and 
financial activities related with the royal Treasury and the accounting books of the almoxarifados, alfândegas and 
feitorias, the head officers of such institutions had to be present to the central institutions in the Kingdom, within a 
certain time period, once their terms were finished. In Brazil, after the establishment of the provedoria-mor/contadoria-
mor, it was given to the provedor-mor/contador-mor jurisdiction to check the accounting books of the almoxarifados, 
alfândegas and feitorias of the colony. After such local inspection a copy of the inspected accounts should be sent to 
the Casa dos Contos in Lisbon and from there reported to the Conselho da Fazenda. A similar procedure was followed 
in the Estado da Índia. However, since there was a local Accounting House established in Goa only summary-
reports were sent to the Conselho da Fazenda. After the extinction of this accounting house in 1627 copies of the 
accounting books were supposed to be sent directly to the Casa dos Contos in Lisbon and from there reported to the 
Conselho da Fazenda. For further information on the jurisdiction and functions of the several institutions mentioned 
above see: Systema ou colleção dos regimentos reaes, I-VI, Lisbon 1783; Regimento da Casa dos Contos de Goa de 1589, ed. V. 
RAU, Lisbon 1950. 

29 For further information see: M. CAETANO, O Conselho Ultramarino: Esboço da sua história, Lisbon 1967. 
30 In general, the sisas were divided per geographical areas and organized per category or type of product: the 

sisa of real estate, the sisa of properties, the sisa of meat, the sisa of wines, sisa of cloths, etc. 
31 Dízima, in DHP, II, pp. 326-327. 
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The colonial goods, even the ones coming from the royal monopoly areas and 
imported into the Kingdom had to pay several fees at the House of Mina, later named 
Houses of Mina and India, established in Lisbon.32 The tolls of 5% – the quinto – and 20% – 
the vintena – were the most important.33 The products taxed at the House of India were 
exempted of all other tolls collected at other fiscal institutions, except the consulado.  

Therefore, there were three main fiscal institutions specialized on the collection of royal 
fees: the almoxarifados, the alfândegas and the Houses of India and Mina. The first agencies 
collected the sisas, a tax over the internal trade; the customs-houses taxed the external trade 
with the dizíma, the sisa and the consulado; and, finally, the Houses of India and Mina 
collected taxes over the colonial products included in the royal monopolies, such as spices, 
jewellery, exotic wood and slaves. (See Diagram 6) 

Similar taxes were collected by the royal fiscal agencies and custom-houses overseas.  In 
the Archipelago of Cape Verde, for instance, the volume of the internal trade was quite low, 
because the economy of the main islands - Santiago and Fogo - were based on the 
production of raw-materials and food-stuffs used as exchange product in the regional 
markets on the Guinea Coast. Thus, instead of taxing the internal trade, the Crown decided 
to charge the production of agricultural products used in the coastal commerce. The 
traditional sisa was renamed dízima da terra and imposed as a fee of 10% upon the value of 
the goods. Concerning the external trade, the Crown needed to ensure that both the taxes 
over the regular external trade as well as the royal duties over the monopoly goods were 
collected. Therefore, the alfândegas established in the several overseas areas had a wider 
jurisdiction than in the Kingdom. They had power to collect the 10% fee over the regular 
external trade – the dízima, and permission to gather the royal duties on the products under 
the royal monopoly that were not exported to the Kingdom and, therefore, could not be taxed 
at the Houses of India and Mina in Lisbon. For instance, the slaves imported from the 
Guinea Coast to be exported to Brazil or the Spanish American colonies had to pay at the 
alfândega of Ribeira Grande in the Santiago Island: the quinto (5%), the vintena (20%) and the 
consulado (3%), since the slaves were one of the royal monopolies. In addition, the slaves had 
also to pay the dízima, as any other export good. At departure, the merchandise loaded by a 
slave trader was taxed on 38% at the custom-house. (See Diagram 6) 

Processes of Tax Collection 

Despite having multiple local agencies to collect taxes over the internal and external 
trade with specialized staff members, the Portuguese Early Modern fiscal system was not 
able to collect tolls in an efficient way. The imposition of fees over commercial activities 
taking place at several places and times hindered the royal fiscal officers to check all 
economic activities and to tax them accordingly. Therefore, since the late 13th century, the 
Portuguese Crown started to rent out the collection of taxes to private collectors. 
Whenever, the taxes’ collection was farmed by private individuals the function of the local 
fiscal officers was slightly changed. Instead of collecting taxes they had to inspect and 
control the process in order to ensure that the royal duties were being collected, the 
economic activities were being correctly taxed and the employees of the tax farmers were 
not exceeding their fiscal authority.  

                                                           
32 The House of Guinea later named Houses of India and Mina also had their accountings inspected first by 

the Inspectors of the King’s Treasury and later by the Casa dos Contos do Reino e Casa and the Vedoria. 
33 For further information see: C.A.C. GERALDES, Casa da Índia – Um estudo de estrutura e funcionalidade (1509-

1630), Lisbon 1997, MA thesis; Índia, Casa da, in DHP, III, Porto 1992, pp. 281-289; Regimento da Caza da Índia: 
Manuscrito do século XVII existente no Arquivo Geral de Simancas, ed. F.M. DA LUZ, Lisbon 1951, pp. 117-132; Regimento 
das Cazas das Índias e Mina, ed. D. PERES, Coimbra 1947. 
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The contracts could be annual, biannual or quadrennial. The farming process followed 
a fixed procedure and a detailed schedule. In September the contadores das comarcas had to go 
through the comarca and make and enrolment of all royal rents, tolls, fees and taxes to be 
collected and estimate their value. This information was registered in the book of bids – livro 
de lanços. In October, the contador and his clerk would start registering the bids of the 
potential renters in the notebook of the bids – cadernos de lanços. By early November, a copy 
of the bids notebook of each administrative district would be sent to the Royal Treasury in the 
Court. Offers could also be made directly to the Royal Treasury. In the first month of the year, 
the contracts between the Crown and the tax farmers would be registered and signed at the 
comarcas or at the Royal Treasury. Copies of each contract would be deposited at the Royal 
Treasury, the comarcas, the almoxarifados, and the alfândegas. 34 The tax farmers had to make a 
deposit of money or pledged chattels to guarantee that they would fulfil the demands of the 
contract.35 After signing the contracts, the tax farmers were allowed to place their own 
clerks to gather the taxes, royal rents and fees in the almoxarifados and in the alfândegas.  

The Crown had two main reasons to rent out the collection of taxes. Firstly, by renting 
the tax collection the Crown would receive ahead of time the output of the fiscal system 
according to the value previously established, based on the evaluation of the value of the 
taxes. And secondly, by setting individuals tax farmers the Crown tried to solve the 
inefficiency of the royal fiscal system. 

Yet, in the second half of the 16th century, the Portuguese Crown replaced the renting 
contracts of the sisas, by a new proceeding – the encabeçamento – tax-roll, capitation or 
heading. According to this new procedure, each community/municipal council could 
appointed its own fintador(es) – local officer with authority to make an enrolment of the 
people and their patrimony in order to calculate what percentage of taxes each person 
should pay. According to this new proceeding the internal trade was no longer taxed, but 
instead the people’s real estate were enrolled and taxed. By using this procedure the 
Crown’s revenues from the sisas decreased, but the King was guaranteed a regular income. 

The practise of renting the collection of taxes was also transferred to the overseas areas. 
The use of such procedure started as early as the settlement of colonists in the Atlantic.36 In 
the Cape Verde Archipelago, for instance, there are references to renting contracts to collect 
royal taxes, tolls and duties since the late 15th century. During the first half of the 16th 
century, both the taxes collected by the Almoxarifados of the Santiago and the Fogo Islands, 
under direct royal administration, and the Alfândega of Ribeira Grande were several times 
rented to private collectors.37 The procedure preceding the establishment of the contract 
was quite similar to the one followed in the Kingdom. The main difference was the fact that 
these contracts were advertised mainly in Lisbon by the factor of the islands, who had also 
the duty to receive and register the bids in the book of bids. He was also responsible for the 
auction. Once this process was finished, a contract was written and signed by the Crown 
and the new tax farmers. In general, such contract text specified: 

a) the royal rights, rents, fees and taxes rented; 

b) the time spam of the contract; 

                                                           
34 J.C. PEREIRA, Para a história das alfândegas, cit., pp. 87-90. 
35 The most important fees like the sisas and the dízimas were, in general, rented by several rich businessmen 

in partnership, especially of the most profitable one, which were, of course, more expensive. 
36 For detailed information on the São Tomé Islands and Angola see: I. B. DE SÁ-NOGUEIRA, B. DE SÁ-

NOGUEIRA, A ilha do Príncipe no primeiro quartel do século XVI, cit., p. 84; E.R.J.P.L.J. DA SILVA, A administração de 
Angola, cit., pp. 221-253. 

37 Z. COHEN, Subsídios para a História Geral de Cabo Verde: Os contratos de arrendamento para a cobrança das rendas e 
direitos reais das ilhas de Cabo Verde (1501-1560), in “Stvdia”, 53, 1994, pp. 317-364; I.M. CABRAL, M.M.F. TORRÃO, 
Ensaios de uma feitoria régia, cit., pp. 33-35; A. DOMINGUES, Administração e instituições, cit., pp. 72-73. 
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c) the amount of money paid, as well as the form of payment (currency or products), 
the place, time and the institution responsible for the collection of the payment; 

d) the pledged chattels; 

e) the number of businessmen involved in the partnership; 

f) the privileges of the renters; 

g) the duties of the contractors as payers of the local royal authorities; 

h) the relationship between the contractors and the local royal fiscal authorities. 

During the 15th century, the collection of the royal taxes was rented separately from the 
royal commercial monopolies over colonial areas and products. Such procedure resulted in 
loss of income for the King. Therefore, after the 1530s the Crown tended to rent the tax 
collection and the royal monopolies together to the same person/persons. In Cape Verde, 
for instance, the collection of taxes and the royal monopolies over the trade in the Guinea 
coast started to be rented together. (See Table 1) When the gathering of fees was rented, the 
royal officers in these islands were paid by the contractors and their functions were slightly 
changed like in the Kingdom. However, whenever the contractors did not pledge chattels 
equivalent to the total value of the contract, the royal fiscal agents kept their function of tax 
collectors and registers.  

The available data on these contracts does not give much information concerning the 
competition between the several bidders interested in buying the contracts by auction. 
However, the careful analysis of the annual value paid by the tax farmers/contractors for 
the contracts of Cape Verde and Guinea may give us some clue on this issue. (See Graph 1) 

From Graph 1 it is clear that from the 1530s onwards, when the Crown started to 
auction the tax collection and the trade monopolies together, as a natural consequence, the 
annual value paid by the tax farmer/contractor increased. But, the differences in such 
annual value in the contract of 1529-1530 rented by Afonso Torres and the value of the 
1574-1580’s contract signed with the Crown by António Nunes do Algarve and Francisco 
Nunes de Beja, show that the annual value of the contract was four times higher, within a 
forty-year period. This trend continued until the beginning of the 17th century. In the 
contract of 1601-1627 the contractor João Soeiro had to pay an annual rent of 27000 
thousand réis to the King for the same contract. (See Table 1)  

Such increase in the annual value of the Cape Verde/Guinea contracts was, obviously 
due in part to the high profits that the investors could make, but competition between the 
bidders in the auctions taking place at Lisbon must have also had its impact on the rising 
value of the contracts. Of course, other factors, such as warfare played an important role on 
the fluctuation of the value of the contracts. Naval conflicts between the Spanish King and 
the Dutch Republic had a tremendous impact on the trade, increasing the risk of loss of 
capitals to the merchants renting these contracts. Such problem became quite accurate with 
the end of the Twelve Years Truce and caused a clear decrease in the value of the contracts 
from the mid-1620s onwards, as one may see in Graph 1. 

Many of the bidders of the royal tax and trade monopolies in Cape Verde and Guinea 
were wealth landlords, commercial entrepreneurs and merchants, as well as high officials of 
the municipal and royal administration in the main islands of Santiago and Fogo, and 
naturally, members of the local elite. Among those one may quote Gil Álvares and Nicolau 
Rodrigues. (See Table 1) However, after the Crown started to rent the taxes and the trade 
monopolies together, another kind of traders/contractors started to attend the auctions and 
rent the contracts. These new tax farmers and contractors of the royal monopolies in the 
abovementioned captaincy of Cape Verde and Guinea lived in the Portuguese Kingdom 
and invested in a wider range of economic activities. Afonso de Torres and the Francisco 
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Martins Brothers are two good examples. (See Table 1) The former had invested in 
different businesses in the Kingdom, Guinea, Cape Verde, Caribbean, São Tomé and 
Flanders, while the latter ones had put their capital mainly in the trade between Portugal 
and several areas of the West African Coast, like the Senegambia, the Guinea-Bissau region 
and the Cape Verde Islands, as well as, the Canary and the Azores Archipelagos. Moreover, 
both Afonso de Torres and the Francisco Martins Brothers were influential men in the 
Court of the Portuguese King holding the prestigious titles of cavaleiro fidalgo da Casa de El-
Rei – Knight and Lord of the Royal House – and Cavaleiro da Ordem de Santiago – Knight of 
the Order of Santiago –, respectively.38 

Salaries  

Royal fiscal officers in the Kingdom and the overseas colonies had similar functions 
and performed identical tasks. But, were they paid equal wages? A comparison between the 
wages of the almoxarifes and their clerks in the Kingdom and overseas does not show 
significant differences on value. Though, in the colonies, like in the Kingdom, there were 
differences on the wages of the fiscal royal agents according to the volume of taxes 
collected per each fiscal district or custom-house. (See Table 2) 

The payments to the staff serving at the custom-houses in the Kingdom and the 
Empire show, on the opposite, a substantial difference. The staff of the overseas alfândegas, 
earned much more. In São Tomé and Angola the factors earned the double and the treble 
of the wage paid to a similar officer working at the customs-agency of Viana (North of 
Portugal), for example.  

Such differences on wages paid to the agents of the customs service in the Kingdom 
and the overseas colonies show us how important those officers were. They controlled the 
taxation of the international trade within the Empire and were extremely vital for the 
financial health of the Crown. Like in the Kingdom, the wages of fiscal officers overseas 
were partially determined by the economic role and volume of trade of each port in the 
Portuguese Empire. But, such differences on the payments could also be due to other 
reasons, like: 

– the social prestige associated with each colony; 

– the distance between the colony and the Kingdom; 

– the harshness of the climate and the difficulties to live among local communities.39 

The factor of the alfândega of Luanda, for instance, earned the treble when compared to 
the customs officers in the Kingdom, because the port of Luanda was of extreme 
importance to the trans-Atlantic slave trade circuits linking the West Coast of Africa to the 
Americas. On the other hand, the high payment was a way to dissuade officials from 
cooperating with smugglers and becoming themselves dishonest. Moreover, the harsh 
climate, the equatorial diseases and the distance from the Kingdom also contributed to the 
high wage given to this officer. This was a good way to attract candidates to fill the vacancy. 
The aforementioned aspects become even more evident by comparing the salaries received 
by the royal fiscal officers serving in the several colonies of the Empire. (See Table 3) 

                                                           
38 Z. COHEN, Subsídios para a história geral de Cabo Verde, cit., pp. 338-346. 
39 F. BETHENCOURT, K. CHAUDURI (dir.), História da Expansão Portuguesa, I, Navarra 1998, pp. 398-399. 
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Conclusion 

Between the 14th and the 16th centuries, the Portuguese Crown established the basic 
institutions of its Early Modern fiscal system. The functions and jurisdictions of the fiscal 
staff, as well as, the type of taxes and the procedure for tax collection were also 
experimented upon in the same period.  

Due to the Crown’s growing demand for tax revenues and need to extend its authority 
over the Empire, the home fiscal structure was transferred and adapted to each overseas 
colony. From the 15th century onwards, institutions, officials, jurisdictions, taxes and 
procedures of collection were reproduced all over the Empire.  

The main difference between the home and the colonial fiscal system seems to have 
been the value of the wages paid to the officials. Colonial agents, especially, the factors 
received higher wages due to the role of the colonial trade in the Crown’s income. 
However, more research on the royal expenditure with the fiscal system at home and in the 
Empire needs to be done for further conclusions. 

Hopefully, other similar studies on the transferring of the fiscal systems done by the 
Dutch, the English/British and the French will follow this paper to make possible a so 
much needed and wished comparative analysis of the Iberian and the Northern European 
States and Empires in the Early Modern Period. 
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Table 1: List of contracts for tax farming and renting the royal trade monopolies in the Cape 
Verde Archipelago and the Guinea Rivers (1501-1643) 

Years  Annual value  
(thousand of 
réis)  

Taxes Farmed/Trade 
Monopoly Rented  

Trade Monopoly 
Contractor/Tax Farmer  

1501-1504  400  Rents of Santiago and 
Fogo Islands  

Duarte Rodrigues & parterns  

1504-1507  890  All rights and quartos e 
vintenas of the Santiago 
and Fogo Islands  

Bartolomeu Jerónimo + Pero 
Francisco + Gil Álvares  

1507-1510  1000  Rents and rights of the 
Santiago, Fogo and Maio 
Islands: quartos e 
vintenas da Guiné, 
dízimos de endtradas e 
saídas; dízimos da terra. 
Rights of the Maio Island  

Afonso Lopes dos Couros & 
parterns  

1510-1513  990  Ibidem  António Rodrigues 
Mascarenhas + Nicolau 
Rodrigues  

1513-1516  1450  Ibidem  Francisco Martins, O Velho + 
Jorge Mimes  

1516-1519  33  Quartos e dízimos of the 
Maio Island  

João Coelho  

1519-1522  Ibidem  ?  
1522-1525  46  Ibidem  João Coelho  
1523-1525  1200  Quartos e vintenas of 

Guinea  
Francisco Martins, O Novo + 
Francisco Martins, O Velho  

1527-1530  900  Dízimos da terra and 
Dízimos de entradas e 
saídasof the Santiago and 
Fogo Islands +  
Rights of the Maio Island  

Ascenso Martins + Afonso 
Mendes  

1529-1531  4000  Quartos e vintenas of 
Guinea + Royal 
monopoly over the 
Guinea trade  

Afonso de Torres  

1544-1547  ?  Ibidem  Afonso de Barreira + André 
de Paredes & parterns  

1566-1574  ?  All royal rents and rights 
of the Cape Verde islands 
+ Royal monoply over 
the Guinea Trade  

Duarte de Lião + António 
Gonçalves Gusmão  

1574-1580  18000  Ibidem  António Nunes do Algarve + 
Francisco Nunes Beja  

1583-1589  16400  Ibidem  Álvaro Mendes de Castro + 
Diogo F. Lamego + Bernado 
Ramires + Rui Gomes Bravo  

1590-1595  16500  Ibidem  Simão Ferreira Malaca + 
Pedro Freino + Diogo 
Henriques + Ambrósio Ataíde  

1595-1598  ?  Ibidem  Diogo Nunes Caldeira  
1598  ?  Ibidem  Álvaro Mendes de Castro + 

Diogo Fernandes  

1601-1607  27000  Ibidem  Jacome Fixer + Custódio 
Vidal  

1609-1614  16000  Ibidem  João Soeiro  
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1615  13500  Ibidem  Duarte Pinto d'Elvas  
1616  13500  Ibidem  João Sousa  
1616-1623  13500  Ibidem  António Fernandes d'Elvas  
1624-1627  14700  Ibidem  Jacome Fixer  
1627-1631  13400  Ibidem  André da Fonseca  
1631-1635  ?  Ibidem  André da Fonseca  
1637-1643  9400  Ibidem  Gaspar da Costa  

Source: Based on the data available on: Z. COHEN, Subsídios para a história geral de Cabo Verde: Os contratos de 
arrendamento para a cobrança das rendas e direitos reais das ilhas de Cabo Verde (1500-1560), in “Stvdia”, 53, 1994, 
pp. 336-338; M.E.M. SANTOS (coord.), História Geral de Cabo Verde, II, Lisbon/Praia 1995, p. 29; F. MAURO, 
Portugal, o Brasil e o Atlântico: 1570-1670, I, Lisbon 1997, pp. 217-218. 
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Table 2. Wages paid to fiscal officers at the almoxarifados and alfândegas in the Kingdom and 
the overseas colonies (1751): some examples/Unit: réis 

Institutions Almoxarifado Alfândega 
Officers Almoxarife Clerk Factor Clerk 
Port-cities Viana  70,000 40,000 40,000 4,000 

Setúbal 40,000 2,100 70,000 10,000 
Ribeira Grande, Cape Verde 70,000 12,000 - - 
São Tomé 60,000 62,000 80,000 40,000 
Luanda, Angola - - 120,000 60,000 

Source: INSTITUTO DOS ARQUIVOS NACIONAIS/TORRE DO TOMBO (henceforth quoted as IAN/TT), 
Chancelaria-mor da Corte e Reino, books 1-20. 

Table 3. Wages paid to fiscal officers at the alfândegas 
in the several overseas colonies (1751): 

some examples/Unit: réis 

Territory Port-city Factor Clerk 

Estado da Índia Goa 750,000 560,000 

Azores Ponta Delgada 235,000 46,000 

 Angra 212,000 66,000 

Angola Luanda 120,000 60,000 

Brazil Bahia 60,000 30,000 

São Tomé São Tomé 80,000 40,000 

Portugal Setúbal 70,000 10,000 

 Viana 40,000 4,000 

Madeira Funchal 10,000 2,000 

Source: IAN/TT, Chancelaria-mor da Corte e Reino, books 1-20. 
Obs. The wages listed in the table above for the cities of Goa and Bahia correspond to the payments given 
to the judge and the provedor of the alfândegas, respectively. 
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Diagram 6. Taxes collected in the Portuguese Kingdom and Overseas colonies. 
A comparison 

 

Sources: J. MATTOSO (dir.), História de Portugal, III, cit.; A.M. HESPANHA, As Vésperas do Leviathan, cit.; A.H. 
DE O. MARQUES, Portugalna crise dos seculo XIVe XV, cit.; J.C. PEREIRA, Para a historia das alfandegas em Portugal 
no inicio do seculo XVI: Vila do Conde - Organização e movimento, Lisbon 1983; IDEM, Organização e administração 
alfandegárias de Portugal no século XVI (1521-1557), in IDEM, Portugal na era de quinhentos, Cascais 2003. 

 

Source: Z. COHEN, Subsídios para a história geral de Cabo Verde: Os contratos de arrendamento para a cobrança das 
rendas e direitos reais das ilhas de Cabo Verde (1501-1560), in “STVDIA”, 53, 1994, pp. 317-364; A. C. E SILVA, A 
tributação nos primórdios da História de Cabo Verde (1460-1516), in Historia Geral de Cabo Verde, cit., I, pp. 347-369. 




